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TT No.197: Mike Latham - Sun 12 Mar 2006: FA Vase 6th Round: Nantwich Town 

2-0 Pickering Town. Attendance: 671; Admission: £5; 24pp programme: £1; FGIF 

Match Rating: 3*. 

For those who follow the North West Counties League on a regular basis the 

justification that the standard of football in that league is superior to others at the 

same level has been in the FA Vase this season.  

Cammell Laird, an outstanding footballing team on their day, were joined by 

Nantwich Town in the semi-finals of the competition after the last of the sixth-

round ties was completed on an bitterly cold afternoon in mid Cheshire.  

Nantwich are playing out their days at their Jackson Avenue base before moving to 

a new ground to the north west of the market town. Located at the end of a 

residential cul-de-sac on one of the main roads leading out of Nantwich towards 

Stoke and J16 of the M6 motorway, the ground is tree-lined and surrounded by 

mature housing.  

There is a small seated stand, built above the dressing rooms down one side and a 

standing covered terrace down the opposite side, running from the halfway line to 

the clubhouse end, where the turnstiles and entrance are situated. Behind the goal 

at this end a small club house and tea bar offer friendly service and, in such 

inclement weather conditions, a warm refuge from the biting winds.  

After being postponed last weekend this tie took place on a Sunday to avoid a 

clash with neighbouring Crewe Alexandra’s home game. Though much of the north 

of the country and neighbouring Wales was gripped by snow and blizzard 

conditions, Nantwich escaped relatively unscathed, allowing Pickering to make a 

9am departure from East Yorkshire for the eagerly-awaited tie.  The pitch was flat 

and well drained though did cut up as the game went on.  

Nantwich produced a 24-page programme for the game and it was obvious that a 

lot of thought had gone into the publication. There was a good section on the 

visitors and a fascinating article on some of the Nantwich players that had 

graduated to the Football League.  

As Nantwich had won five of their previous six ties in this competition by a 1-0 

score-line a close game could be anticipated. But those that saw their amazing 6-3 

extra time win at Needham Market in the fourth round were glowing in their praise 

of the footballing qualities of the side.  

Nantwich player-manager Steve Davis, a former Burnley and Barnsley defender, 

had the wide experience of former Birmingham midfielder Martin O’Connor in his 

line-up while Pickering fielded striker Lee Nogan, a player also with vast Football 

League experience.  



Known as the Dabbers, a nickname whose origin is subject to a great deal of 

debate, Nantwich is a friendly club with sides from the under-8s age group 

upwards. Clearly a community-based club with many willing volunteer helpers, 

they have an excellent tea bar with the meat & potato pies and cheese & onion 

pasties heartily recommended. And they score top marks by pinning a team sheet 

up outside the club house- a wonderful service that so many clubs sadly fail to 

emulate. The ‘tannoy’ was clear and a good-humoured crowd gathered for one of 

the most important games in both clubs’ histories with several travellers in 

attendance.  

Nantwich proved to be the best side, taking a fifteenth minute lead with a header 

from a corner and sealing their semi-final place with an individual goal from one of 

their substitutes with five minutes to go. Their semi-final tie with Cammell Laird 

should be well worth watching.  

A visit to the civilised Jackson Avenue ground comes heartily recommended. 
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